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Intraoperative electrical burn caused by stainless tube tree with 
noncontact electrosurgical ground
-A case report-
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Noncontact electrosurgical ground is recently developed to provide 

adequate electrical return to electric surgical unit without direct 

contact to the patient.  It provides full and safe electrical return 

without direct contact of patient due to oscillating, high frequency 

nature of the current flow and large surface of pad.  It is useful 

in burn surgery and effective to prevent burn by improper 

placements of the grounding pad.  But it can induce current to 

conducting object with direct contact.  Current induced in conductive 

materials can produce heat to make burns.  We present a patient 

with full-thickness burn in left third finger which was resulted from 

current through stainless steel tube tree on the operating table 

during surgery.  The stainless tube tree was placed on noncontact 

electrosurgical ground which was covered with plastic sheet and 

linen sheet.  Staff in operating room should be educated and remain 

vigilant for electrical burns caused by metallic object on noncontact 

grounding pad. (Anesth Pain Med 2014; 9: 274-276)
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Unexpected intraoperative burns are results of electrical 

current, thermal injury, chemical irritation, and mechanical 

irritation [1]. These accidents result in psychological trauma to 

the patient, the prolongation of hospitalization and possible 

disruption of the doctor-patient relationship [2].

Electrosurgical unit (ESU) is essential instrument for hem-

ostasis and tissue cutting. Although electrosurgical unit is ess-

entially used source of energy in surgical field, it is least und-

erstood and the danger is underreported in the literature [3].

Improper functioning of the ESU or improper placement of 

the grounding pad are the most frequent causes of electrical 

burns during surgery excluding equipment failure and human 

error [4]. Recently, noncontact electrosurgical ground is 

developed to provide adequate electrical return to ESU without 

direct contact to the patient [5]. It is useful in burn surgery 

and effective to prevent burn by improper placements of the 

grounding pad [6]. But, poor understanding and improper use 

of noncontact electrosurgical ground could also produce burn 

injury. We describe an accidental intraoperative electrical burn 

due to improper use of noncontact grounding pad. To the best 

of our knowledge, this is the first clinical report of burn due 

to improper use of noncontact electrosurgical ground. 

CASE REPORT

A 52-year-old woman with rectal cancer and rectovaginal 

fistula presented for an elective abdominoperineal resection, 

hysterectomy, vagina posterior wall resection. Anesthesia was 

induced with propofol 100 mg and rocuronium 40 mg. The 

patient was intubated and anesthesia maintained with desflurane 

4–8% and remifentanil 3–5 ng/ml. After intubation, breathing 

circuit was placed on stainless steel tube tree. She was placed 

in a lithotomy position and hysterectomy and rectal tumor 

removal using laparoscopy were performed. After completion of 

these procedures, she was turned to jackknife position for 

rectum mobilization. On completion of rectum mobilization, we 

removed drapes to change her position to lithotomy again for 

lymph node dissection. Then, we found third degree burn on 

the third finger of left hand. The patient’s left third finger was 

contacted to stainless tube tree on the head side of operation 

table during prone position and scorched stain was found on 

the tube tree (Fig. 1). The patient’s elbow was flexed more 

than 90° during prone position, so patient’s finger contacted 
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Fig. 1. (A) Full thickness degree burn on left third finger tip, (B) Scorched stain on stainless tube tree.

tube tree on the head side of table. Noncontact electrosurgical 

ground (Megadyne 2000, Draper, UT, USA) was set prior to 

surgery beneath the patient. The ground was slipped in plastic 

sheath and covered linen sheet without contact of the patient. 

The surgery proceeded without further complication. After com-

pletion of operation, the burn site was managed with regular 

sterile dressings and did not require additional surgical proc-

edure. After this event, we changed tube tree to non-cond-

ucting material and insulated other metallic objects on the 

operation table. The patient’s burn was completely healed in 

approximately 2 months. 

DISCUSSION 

ESU generates high frequency electric currents. The currents 

passing through the tissue near the active electrode create a 

desired clinical tissue effect such as cutting, coagulation, or 

both [7]. During this process, the electrode itself is not 

directly heated, but the tissue nearby is heated. Currents 

flowing through the patient’s body create unique hazards in 

electrosurgery. Electrical burns in the operating room when 

ESU is used are due to the existence of an alternate return 

pathway of radiofrequency (RF) currents from the electrode tip 

through a point of high current density [8]. RF currents do not 

follow the shortest distance to ground, but go by the path of 

least impedance. Burns can occur when the impedance of the 

ground is not sufficiently low or not properly connected to the 

patient [9].

Modern ESU is isolated generators. Isolated generators 

isolate the current form ground and do not allow significant 

current to seek alternate paths to ground. The grounding pad is 

responsible for safely returning current to the electrosurgical 

generator and provides a path of low resistance and low current 

density [10]. For this reason, metals are used as conductors in 

grounding pads. Return electrode must be large enough to keep 

the current density low as the electrical energy exits the 

patient. If the contact area is reduced or not in full contact, 

surface area impedance will increase and heat will build up 

under the pad resulting in a burn.

Recently, noncontact grounding pad is developed. The patient 

simply lies on the pad to achieve electrical contact without 

direct contact. It is useful in burn surgery and especially 

effective to prevent burn by improper placements of the gro-

unding pad [6,11]. It can reduce operation time by simult-

aneously serving two RF hand pieces. This noncontact grou-

nding pad is economical and environmentally friendly, as it is 

reusable.

It works on the principle of capacitate coupling which is the 

flow of current through a capacitor. Due to oscillating, high 

frequency nature of the current flow, current flow is induced 

from the patient to the pad, safely exiting current from the 

patient. Large surface area (91 cm × 51 cm) of pad dissipates 

current and compensates for the increased resistance [6]. 

In lithotomy position and jackknife position, patient’s body 

did not fully cover the surface of the pad. Therefore stainless 

tube tree was placed on the grounding pad without direct 

contact in this case. The noncontact grounding pad induced 

current to tube tree and lower resistance of stainless steel 

made alternate pathway. The impedance of contact area with 

body and stainless tube tree had high current density and heat 

built up resulting in a burn. 

In conclusion, we found an accidental intraoperative 

electrical burn due to improper use of noncontact grounding 

pad. Largeness of the pad and the flow of electric current 
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without direct contact to metallic object caused electrical burn 

in this case. Staffs in operating room should be educated not 

to place metallic object on the pad and remain vigilant for 

iatrogenic injuries caused by metallic object on the noncontact 

grounding pad. 
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